
DON'T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT, 
HERE’S WHAT THE EXPERTS SAID...

“GAME 
CHANGER”

“It has gone and created what could possibly 
be the best ute in this segment…”          

Paul Maric | Car Expert        
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“The new 2021 Isuzu 
D-MAX is also packed 
FULL of family-friendly 
safety features, the kind 
of long list you would 
expect to find in a family 
SUV, not a ute!”

Tace Clifford  |  BabyDrive      

“This is a game-changer 
for Isuzu. The D-MAX has 
always been known for 
being simple and durable 
and its excellent fuel 
economy and solid towing 
and off-road capabilities 
have earned it  
a solid following.”

Sam Charlwood   |  Carsales      

“The 4JJ3 includes all the elements of a ‘built 
to last’ engine, but most importantly offers 
more power and torque…[it] does a great job 
of delivering torque whenever you need it.”

Paul Maric  |  Car Expert      

“The All-New D-MAX impresses big time on 
every front. Comfortable and adept on-road, 
incredibly capable and sorted off-road, and 
brimming with technology, Isuzu has redefined 
just how accomplished a ute needs to be.”

Patrick Jackson  |  DriveTribe      

“This has been a long time coming – an All-New 
Isuzu D-MAX. It’s here, and it has changed the 

game in the ute segment forever.”          
Matt Campbell   |  CarsGuide     
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“There is no doubt that 
Isuzu’s new 2021 D-MAX 
is better off-road… It 
reads better on paper, 
but is also (and more 
importantly) a better 
thing in the real world.”

Sam Purcell  |  Car Advice      

“It is a vehicle 
that will shake the 
establishment and 
likely catapult it for the 
first time, as a serious 
contender for best-ute-
in-Australia status.”

David Wilson  |  Loaded 4x4      

“Overall, this is just a much 
nicer ute to drive than the 
previous-generation D-MAX 
and a lot nicer than many of its 
ute rivals as well.”

Marcus Craft  |  CarsGuide      

“The rear diff lock is the other big news… 
and it makes a world of difference. It’s that 
extra bit of 4WD weaponry you can call on 
when things get really tough, as it’ll help 
to keep you moving and give you peace of 
mind on the tracks.”

Marcus Craft  |  CarsGuide      

“Overall, the new D-MAX was a pleasure to drive. I really like 
the feel and handling capability and I think this would go to 
the top of my list if I was in the market for a 4WD ute.”

John McCredie  |  On The Dirt     
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“It leaps ahead of segment rivals in terms of safety 
and assistance tech, improves enough on the driving 
fundamentals to claw its way into a more competitive 
position against them and retains most of the virtues 
that were clearly always on its side.”

Ash Westerman  |  WhichCar.com.au      

“The new 5-star [ANCAP] rating is a 
testament to the work that Isuzu has 
put into the ute…with yet another 
accolade to add to what has shaped up 
to be a top notch four-wheel drive.”

Wes Whitworth  |  Pat Callinan’s 4x4 Adventures      

“Safety is another area where 
the new D-MAX plants a flag…
all of these safety features put 
the D-MAX right at the top of the 
class when it comes to safety.”

Isaac Bober  |  MotoFomo      

“The D-MAX rating has been highly anticipated 
by fleet and private buyers, and re-establishes 
the safety benchmark for the competitive ute 
segment which has traditionally tended to lag 

that of passenger cars and SUVs.”         
Rhianne Robson  |  Australasian New Car Assessment Program (ANCAP)       
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